Style Sheet for *Journal of Nanjing Agricultural University*

The full text is type-set with single-space and no line number, surrounded by white space for revision.

1. **Title of the paper**: Chinese title and English title are included. Type the Chinese title in Black Characters, size 2, and the English title in Times New Roman, size 3, boldface.

2. **Author**: Select Fangsong Character as font and small 4 as size for Chinese full name, with the surname all in capitalized letters followed by the given name (double character name as one name) initially capitalized, e.g. WANG Dawei. Commas are used between co-authors and corresponding author is marked with "*".

3. **Author's Unit**: Select Song Character as font and 5 as size for Chinese, and Times New Roman as font and 5 as size for English.

4. **Abstract**: Chinese abstract and English abstract are included. The PMRC should be covered in the abstract: purpose, method, result and conclusion of research. The Chinese abstract should be formatted in about 500 Song Characters of size 5, and the English one should correspond to the Chinese one in content typed in small 5 sized Times New Roman.

5. **Keywords**: 5-8 are provided in small 5 sized Chinese Song Characters and small 5 sized English Times New Roman.

6. **Body Text**: Typeset it in size 5 Song Characters. Type the first level subtitle in size 4 Fangsong Characters, the second level in size 5 Black Characters, and the second level in size 5 Black Characters.

7. **Figures**: The titles of figure, x-coordinate axis and legend and notes should be provided both in Chinese and English, with the Chinese title in Black Characters of size small 5, and the English one in Times New Roman of size small 5. Figure notes are under figure titles, with the Chinese ones in Song Characters of size 6 and the English ones in Times New Roman of size 6. Images should be complete and clear with the resolution ratio of ≥300 dpi. If zoomed, the multiple should be indicated.

8. **Tables**: Trilinear tables should be adopted. Title, header and note should be composed in both Chinese and English, with the Chinese title in Black Characters and the English one in Times New Roman, both of size small 5, centered and above the table. The Chinese notes are formatted in Song Characters and the English counterparts in Times New Roman, both of size 6 and below the table. The table is filled out with Song Characters and the English counterparts in Times New Roman, both of size 6.

9. **Bibliography**: The Citation Order System is used to list the references. The number of references for a research paper should not exceed 30. Chinese references are listed in Song Characters and English ones in Times New Roman, both of size 6. Chinese references should be accompanied with the English translation. The description format of references are exemplified below:


④ Academic Conference Proceedings: Author(s) of extracted paper. Title [C] // Editor(s). Title of proceedings. Place of publication: Publisher. Year of publication: start stop pages.


http://FF&p=1&u=netahtml/PTO/search-bool.html&r=5&f=G&1=50&col=AND&d=PG01&s1=IBM.AS.&OS=AN/IBM/RS=AN/IBM.

⑥ Standard document: Main author(s). Title [Literature type marker]. Place of publication: Publisher. Year of publication.


⑦ Electronic literature: Main author(s). Title: other title information [Literature type marker/Literature vehicle marker ] . (Date of update or revision) [Citation date]. Retrieval/Visit path.